
 

GasoSmithKline 

Demand Forecaster 

Algés, Portugal 

Supply Chain & Logistics 

Job Purpose 

 Develop and embed robust Market / Channel specific Demand Planning processes. 

 Manage end to end the Demand Planning across all Consumer Healthcare categories to 

improve customer service levels and to reduce end-to-end COGS and working capital. 

 Manages Demand Planning input into the market and coordinates the Core Commercial 

Cycle (CCC) meetings. 

 Challenges and prepares a solid bottom up forecast by consolidating different analytics 

(sell in / sell out trends, statistics etc). 

Key Responsibilities 

 Own the Demand Planning process across all categories for a 24 month horizon, including 

NPI 

 Maintain a detailed knowledge of all components of the Demand Forecast: Statistical 

baseline; Promotion and repacking uplifts and cannibalisation effects; Sales and 

Marketing intelligence; New Product Introductions; Consumption, stock in trade and 

market data 

 Ensure full volume and value alignment of market Demand Forecast, including samples 

 Interpret the key trends impacting market, sector, category and brand performance 

 Lead Demand Planning input into the key Market Core Commercial Cycle (CCC) meetings 

 Lead Demand Planning input into the 3/1 Planning cycle with responsibility for the 

delivery of a detailed volume Budget in Year 1 

 Cooperate with Finance on definition of financial plan (Year Plan, quarterly and monthly 

review) 

 Provide expert Demand Planning input into the Supply Chain Manager and develop 

effective working relationships with in-Market Supply Planning, Warehouse & 

Distribution and Customer Service & Reapcking teams  

 Build strong network of contacts with senior managers in the Commercial, Supply 

Planning and Category teams  

 Share and agree with Marketing the forecast for samples and be aligned with the In 

market Supply team about productions and deliveries 

 Requirements 

 Minimum Level of Education: University Degree in Finance, IT, Supply Chain or Business 

Administration. 

 Preferred Level of Education: Qualification in a supply chain related discipline, logistics, 

Customer Service, supply management, demand management, operational management 

or MBA. 

 Relevant qualification in supply chain and/or demonstrated experience of working in a 

supply chain environment; (3-5 years experience on supply chain or Demand operations). 

 Fluent English and Portuguese. Speaking additional languages of the area is a plus. 



 Highly numerate and good knowledge of supply chain software systems and processes 

(SAP, APO) 

 Good understanding of business environment and ability to debate issues with peers and 

senior colleagues. 

 Excellent interpersonal and influencing skills with ability to contribute to cross functional 

teams 

 Demonstrated learning agility 

 Strong Analytical skills and statistics 


